Portfolio Rotation Simulator User’s Guide
By Jackie Ann Patterson,
author of Truth About ETF Rotation,
the first book in the Beat the Crash series
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Overview
This product helps investors explore their own rotation strategies.
After my Truth About ETF Rotation book came out, several investors asked me about the performance
of different sets of rotation settings and ETFs. Since I can’t possibly try out everyone’s suggestions, it
makes sense to provide people with a way to experiment themselves.
The basis for this product is the portfolio simulator I wrote to do the research for my Truth About ETF
Rotation book. My portfolio rotation simulator is a macro in a spreadsheet compatible with Microsoft®
Excel®.

This simulator allows you to specific a list of tickers – whether they are ETFs, mutual funds, or stocks is
up to you. It will buy equal amounts of the top N tickers, where you decide what number is N. The top
tickers are chosen by calculating the Rate of Change (RoC) over a period you specify. The simulator
sticks with its holdings until one drops into the bottom half of the rankings, at which time it is sold and
replaced with the topmost ticker not already owned.
All along, the simulator keeps track of hypothetical account equity and it reports comprehensive
statistics at the end of the run.
Key Limitations
This simulator requires Microsoft Excel 2010 or Excel 2007. It has not been tested on anything else.
Excel not included. Price data not included.
Portfolio simulation performed by the product is a form of backtesting. Backtesting is not reality, and
significant differences may exist between this simulator and live trading. For example, liquidity and
slippage are not considered. The simulator assumes all trades are executed at the end-of-day price. In
practice, it is impossible to know the end-of-day price until after it is too late to enter an order.
Simulation performed on dividend-adjusted data may ignore the ex-dividend date and therefore
produce optimistic performance estimates.
Furthermore, past performance is no guarantee of future results. You may test out a system that looks
good here and find out that it results in big losses going forward.
This product is offered for educational purposes only. It is not a recommendation to invest or trade.
You need to decide for yourself what is best for you.

Enabling Macros in Excel
To run this spreadsheet you will need to enable macros in Excel.
Depending on your existing settings, you may be prompted to enable macros when you open the
workbook.
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When you open the spreadsheet, look for a Security Warning that tells you Macros or Active Content is
Disabled. If so, click to enable the macros. It may look like this:

Click "Options" and/or "Enable Content".
If you didn't see that prompt when you opened the spreadsheet, you will need to follow the screenshots
below to manage your Trust Center settings and then enable the macros on this spreadsheet.
For Excel 2010
Find the Excel Trust Center under File->Info:
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Adjust the Trust Center settings to warn you about unsigned macros:

Then re-open BTR_PortfolioSimRotation.xlsm and you should be prompted to enable the macros in this
workbook.
For Excel 2007

If the Microsoft Office Excel Security dialog box opens, click "Enable Macros".

Or you may see a more complex box to find and click "Enable Macros":
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Or you may need to check your macro security settings in the Trust Center. Use the Excel menu
to access the Excel Options:
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Open the Trust Center:
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Adjust the Trust Center settings to warn you about unsigned macros:

Then re-open BTR_PortfolioSimRotation.xlsm and you should be prompted to enable the macros in this
workbook.

Preparing Price History Data Files
You will need to supply the end-of-day price history for the portfolio members.
Each ticker must have its price data in its own file.
Name it <ticker>.csv where <ticker> is replaced by the stock ticker.
For example, SPY.csv
As the file extension indicates, the data is a comma separated list. The first line of the file should be the
heading, as below:
Date,Close
The remaining lines of the file should be the closing price history in ascending order. Include a line for
each trading day. Don't include lines for weekends and holidays. For example:
4/15/2003,10.57
4/16/2003,10.58
4/17/2003,13.2
4/21/2003,13.25
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Controlling Simulation
The simulator is quite flexible. You can set your preferences on the Control Panel which is located on
the Control sheet of the workbook. To get there, select the tab marked “Control” at the bottom of the
workbook.
The Control Panel has various fields as shown in the screenshot below. Adjust the parameters to suit
you and then click the big “GO!” button to run the simulation.

Important Notes:
Be sure to change the Output Name for each run because the simulator will create new sheets in the
workbook for the output data.
The simulation period from Start Date to End Date must encompass whole years in order for the CAGR
and Average Annual Returns to be calculated correctly.
You will need to have price data that spans the whole simulation period from Start Date to End Date,
PLUS enough data before the Start Date to accommodate the RoC Lookback Length.
The maximum number of funds to hold at one time cannot be more than half the funds. This is because
the simulator will sell any holding that falls into the bottom half of the ranking.
If you set the Rotation Interval to 5, it will rotate weekly on the Day of Week specified. For any other
rotation interval, the rotation will only be evaluated when the number of trading days since the last
rotation is greater than the rotation interval.
You may get behavior you don’t expect in two ways:
1. If the Day of Week is set to a particular day, the software may skip a rotation due to a holiday.
This is because the holiday does not count towards days since the last rotation so when the
designated Day of the Week comes up, it may not think the interval has passed. For example, if
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Rotation Interval = 10 and Day of Week = 5 for Thursday, it’s going to skip a Thursday after
President’s Day, Memorial Day, etc.
2. If the Day of Week = 0, it will simply do the rotation after the number of trading days elapse as
set in Rotation Interval. So even if you set Rotation Interval = 5, the day of the week will vary
because the day of the week will be one later after a holiday.
See the section below on Example Runs for more information on repeating results.

Understanding Results
The simulator produces statistics as described in Truth About ETF Rotation by Jackie Ann Patterson. This
includes Returns, Drawdowns, Sharpe Ratio, and Win Rate. Monthly Excess Returns and Monthly
Sharpe Ratio are not reported because to do so would require monthly interest rate data which most
individual investors do not have at their fingertips.
Equity Curve Sheet
The simulator’s day-by-day equity data is written on the sheet with the base name you supplied
followed by “Equity Curve”. The top section echoes the settings of this particular simulation run. The
next section tracks the account value and drawdown for each and every day.
Scroll down on the Equity Curve sheet to find the table of Annual Returns and the table of Monthly
returns. These reflect the gains or losses for each time period listed.
Overall statistics are presented at the bottom of the Equity Curve sheet.
Net Profit is the dollar amount gained or lost during the whole simulation period.
Profit % divides the Net Profit by the Starting Account Size to give you the percent profit/loss over the
whole simulation period.
CAGR % stands for Compound Annual Growth Rate and is the percentage profit needed each year to
make the account go from the starting balance to the end balance. If your simulation start and end
dates encompass whole years, all is well. If not, this calculation will not be accurate.
Max DD % is the maximum drawdown which is the greatest amount of money lost from peak to trough
during the simulation period.
Rough: Profit % / Max DD % gives you a ratio of profit to risk.
Max DD Date is the date of the low point of the maximum drawdown.
Avg Annual Return is the average of the returns for each year.
Annual Standard Deviation is a measure of volatility which tells how much the annual returns vary from
the average.
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Annual Sharpe Ratio boils the reward and risk into one single number. For our calculations, the reward
is the Average Annual Return minus 2.8%, which is the average interest on 3 month Treasury bills over
1990 – 2011. The risk is the Annual Standard Deviation. Dividing reward by risk gives the Sharpe ratio.
Avg Monthly Return is the average of the returns for each month.
Monthly Standard Deviation is a measure of volatility which tells how much the monthly returns vary
from the average.
Trades Sheet
The simulator’s trade-by-trade data is written on the sheet with the base name you supplied followed by
“Trades”. Again, the first section merely echoes the setting for this particular run.
The list of Trades describes the entry and exit of each simulated action in the market, including prices
and dates. The Bars in Trade field gives you the number of trading days that this position was open. The
Trades list includes small transactions that happened when simulator rebalanced holdings at the start of
each year, and full-size transactions on each rotation.
Statistics are presented after the Trades list.
Total Trades is the total number of round-trip transactions during the simulation period.
Win Rate is the percentage of trades that resulted in a profit.
Lose Rate is the percentage of trades that resulted in a loss.
Avg Win % is the average percentage gain of all the profitable trades.
Avg Loss % is the average percentage gain of all the losing trades.
Avg Bars Held is the average number of trading days that each position was open.

Example Results
The spreadsheet comes with results sheets from example runs.
Ultimate
The sheets titled Ultimate Trades and Ultimate Equity Curve present the results of runs I did to match
the Ultimate Rotation Strategy at the end of the book. If you wish to duplicate these runs, you will run
into 2 difficulties:
1. SH data doesn’t go far enough back because SH began trading on 6/21/2006 and the simulator
needs to go back to 6/15/2006 for the first RoC calculation to begin simulation on 1/1/2007. I
approximated by adding 6 days with dates 6/15/2006 – 6/20/2006 and using the closing price on
6/21/2006 for those 6 extra days.
2. Due to the way Yahoo does its dividend adjustment, the closing prices I used for the book will be
different than those you get by downloading from Yahoo because more dividends occur as time
passes. Even so, one might expect the prices of the various ETFs to be similar relative to each
other. That is, even though more dividends have accumulated since 2008, a trader who
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downloads dividend adjusted data could expect to see that SH and TLT out-performed SPY
during the credit crisis. So far so good.
The difficulty comes because computers follow instructions exactly but with limited precision.
Dividend adjusted data downloaded months after the book was written has sometimes caused
the 140-day RoC calculation to differ in the 5th decimal place. In one case, this happened right
before the Thanksgiving holiday, causing a rotation to occur on one data set while another data
set with the same funds but different download dates actually held off the rotation for 2 more
weeks. The upshot was a 1.4% difference in annual gain between the two runs.
Therefore, it is difficult, if not impossible to duplicate the dividend adjusted runs from the book.
However, see the Unadjusted runs below for results you should be able to duplicate regardless of
download date.
Ultimate NoReBal
This run is the same as the Ultimate run except that it does not rebalance. As you can see from the
sheets titled Ultimate_NoReBal Equity Curve and Ultimate_NoReBal Trades, the results are similar to the
first Ultimate portfolio run. This run was made with dividend adjusted data so don’t expect your runs to
match exactly.
Ultimate_AnyDay
The Control Panel allows you to force the rotation to occur only on specific days of the week, such as
Wednesday for example. The data in Ultimate_AnyDay Equity Curve and Ultimate_AnyDay Trades
shows that allowing the rotation to float to different days of the week can cause a noticeable change in
returns. Absent any good reasons why a particular day of the week should be better than another, this
difference probably gives insight into the degree of randomness in the returns. Said another way, if
changing the day of the week can result in a 2% change in CAGR, it should not be surprising if actual
results going forward were at least 2% off from the backtesting data. The AnyDay run was made with
dividend adjusted data so don’t expect your runs to match exactly.
UnAdjusted
The runs shown in the UnAdjusted Equity Curve and UnAdjusted Trades cover the same ETFs, settings,
and timeframe as the Ultimate run except using the Yahoo Close data that has not been adjusted for
dividends. Not considering dividends has a large adverse impact on the returns. Clearly dividends are
important to the overall performance. The purpose of these runs is not performance, however. It is to
provide repeatable results.
Don’t forget to change the Output Name on the Control Panel for each of your runs.

For More Information
It is highly recommended to read Truth About ETF Rotation by Jackie Ann Patterson and/or watch the
Beat the Crash video series, if you haven’t already done so.
To arrange private consulting or report a bug, please email support@backtestingreport.com.

End User License Agreement
This copy of BackTesting Report Portfolio Rotation Simulator ("the Software Product") and
accompanying documentation is licensed and not sold. This Software Product is protected by
copyright laws and treaties, as well as laws and treaties related to other forms of intellectual
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property. Own Mountain Trading Company or its subsidiaries, affiliates, and suppliers
(collectively "OMTC") own intellectual property rights in the Software Product. The Licensee's
("you" or "your") license to download, use, copy, or change the Software Product is subject to
these rights and to all the terms and conditions of this End User License Agreement
("Agreement").
Acceptance
YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT BY
SELECTING THE "ACCEPT" OPTION AND DOWNLOADING THE SOFTWARE
PRODUCT OR BY INSTALLING, USING, OR COPYING THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
YOU MUST AGREE TO ALL OF THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT BEFORE YOU
WILL BE ALLOWED TO DOWNLOAD THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT. IF YOU DO NOT
AGREE TO ALL OF THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, YOU MUST SELECT
"DECLINE" AND YOU MUST NOT INSTALL, USE, OR COPY THE SOFTWARE
PRODUCT.
License Grant
This Agreement entitles you to install and use five copies of the Software Product. In addition,
you may make one archival copy of the Software Product. The archival copy must be on a
storage medium other than a hard drive, and may only be used for the reinstallation of the
Software Product. This Agreement does not permit the installation or use of more than
five copies of the Software Product, or the installation of the Software Product on more than two
computers at any given time, on a system that allows shared used of applications, on a multi-user
network, or on any configuration or system of computers that allows multiple users. Site-wide
use or installation is only allowed if you obtain an appropriate licensing agreement for each user
and each copy of the Software Product. For further information regarding site licensing of the
Software Product, please contact:
Representative: Jackie Ann Patterson
Address:
PO Box 620427
Woodside, CA 94062-0427
Phone Number: +1-650-752-4921
E-mail Address: legal@ownmountain.com
Restrictions on Transfer
Without first obtaining the express written consent of OMTC, you may not assign your rights
and obligations under this Agreement, or redistribute, encumber, sell, rent, lease, sublicense, or
otherwise transfer your rights to the Software Product.
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Restrictions on Use
You may not use, copy, or install the Software Product on any system with more than two
computers, or permit the use, copying, or installation of the Software Product by more than one
user or on more than two computers. If you hold multiple, validly licensed copies, you may not
use, copy, or install the Software Product on any system with more than the number of
computers permitted by license, or permit the use, copying, or installation by more users, or on
more computers than the number permitted by license.
You may not decompile, "reverse-engineer", disassemble, or otherwise attempt to derive the
source code for the Software Product.
The Software Product is intended for individual use only. You may not use the Software Product
to distribute bulk lists of results such as ticker symbols or security names. Commercial
distribution of results and free distribution of results are both restricted. You may distribute or
disclose up to five (5) results such as ticker symbols per month, provided that you prominently
attribute the results to "BackTesting Report Software".
Limited Software Product Warranty
For a period of 30 days from the date of shipment or from the date that you download the
Software Product, as applicable, OMTC warrants that when properly installed and used under
normal conditions, the Software Product will perform substantially as advertised.
Limited Storage Medium Warranty
For a period of 30 days from the date of shipment or from the date that you download the
Software Product, as applicable, OMTC warrants that when properly installed and used under
normal conditions, the storage medium on which the Software Product is shipped will be free of
material defects in material and workmanship.
Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability
UNLESS OTHERWISE EXPLICITLY AGREED TO IN WRITING BY OMTC, OMTC
MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN FACT OR IN LAW,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OTHER THAN AS
SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT OR IN THE LIMITED WARRANTY DOCUMENTS
PROVIDED WITH THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
OMTC makes no warranty that the Software Product will meet your requirements or operate
under your specific conditions of use. OMTC makes no warranty that operation of the Software
Product will be secure, error free, or free from interruption. YOU MUST DETERMINE
WHETHER THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT SUFFICIENTLY MEETS YOUR
REQUIREMENTS FOR SECURITY AND UNINTERRUPTABILITY. YOU BEAR SOLE
RESPONSIBILITY AND ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY LOSS INCURRED DUE TO FAILURE
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OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS. OMTC WILL NOT,
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, BE RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE FOR THE LOSS OF
DATA OR MONEY ON ANY COMPUTER OR INFORMATION STORAGE DEVICE.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL OMTC, ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS,
EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY OTHER PARTY FOR
INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR EXEMPLARY
DAMAGES OF ANY KIND (INCLUDING LOST REVENUES OR PROFITS OR LOSS OF
BUSINESS) RESULTING FROM THIS AGREEMENT, OR FROM THE FURNISHING,
PERFORMANCE, INSTALLATION, OR USE OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, WHETHER
DUE TO A BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, OR THE NEGLIGENCE
OF OMTC OR ANY OTHER PARTY, EVEN IF OMTC IS ADVISED BEFOREHAND OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. TO THE EXTENT THAT THE APPLICABLE
JURISDICTION LIMITS OMTC'S ABILITY TO DISCLAIM ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
THIS DISCLAIMER SHALL BE EFFECTIVE TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED.
Limitation of Remedies and Damages
Your remedy for a breach of this Agreement or of any warranty included in this Agreement is the
correction or replacement of the Software Product. Selection of whether to correct or replace
shall be solely at the discretion of OMTC. OMTC reserves the right to substitute a functionally
equivalent copy of the Software Product as a replacement. If OMTC is unable to provide a
replacement or substitute Software Product or corrections to the Software Product, your sole
alternate remedy shall be a refund of the purchase price for the Software Product exclusive of
any costs for shipping and handling.
Any claim must be made within the applicable warranty period. All warranties cover only
defects arising under normal use and do not include malfunctions or failure resulting from
misuse, abuse, neglect, alteration, problems with electrical power, acts of nature, unusual
temperatures or humidity, improper installation, or damage determined by OMTC to have been
caused by you. All limited warranties on the Software Product are granted only to you and are
non-transferable. You agree to indemnify and hold OMTC harmless from all claims, judgments,
liabilities, expenses, or costs arising from your breach of this Agreement and/or acts or
omissions.
Governing Law, Jurisdiction and Costs
This Agreement is governed by the laws of California, without regard to California's conflict or
choice of law provisions.
Severability
If any provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of
this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. To the extent any express or implied
restrictions are not permitted by applicable laws, these express or implied restrictions shall
remain in force and effect to the maximum extent permitted by such applicable laws.
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